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We use the term Microscale data to refer to all the personal and sensitive data
generated as we live our lives in the digital age. This data can be used to address an
array of space management and sharing needs, but can also raise serious privacy
concerns. One example of microscale data being used for data driven planning is the
Bike Angel’s program, which uses real-time tracking of city-share bikes to build
models that reward users who move bikes from more congested areas to less
congested ones as shown in the pictures above.
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It is clear that this microscale data is useful for a wide range of applications, but there
is a tension between an application’s desire for rich data and a person’s willingness to
trust that application with their data. Contextual Integrity is a framework allows
users to express their privacy wishes, but support for privacy policies is needed at the
application level. It can't be done by applications on top of currently existing
infrastructure, it requires a system architecture and framework that supports policies.
Otherwise, you end up with the lower levels of the system retaining far too much
detail beyond what apps and users need. Our system, Ancile, is a framework that
provides this support.

Ancile consists of a Microdata Core that sits between third-party applications and a
user’s microdata. (1) Applications must explicitly declare any microdata requested
from a user as well as a pipeline transformations performed in the Data Minimization
Kernel on this data. This allows for filtering and minimization of a user’s data before
it is sent to the application. (2) The request is checked by the Policy Kernel (3) to see
if has been authorized by the users privacy policy for this data. If the request is
allowed (4), data is fetched from the data source (5) and the requested pipeline
operations are performed (6) and the result is sent to the application (7). This model
forces applications to declare specifically what data is used and gives a trusted
location to perform any data minimization to reduce the amount of data needed by
an application.
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Here’s a walkthrough of the basic parts of the Policy kernel:
Policy Engine: Authorizes requests from the DMK based on the current
policy context.
Event Handler: Modifies policies in reaction to receiving contextual
events, generates new events as needed.
Time Event Manager: Tracks internal time-based events (e.g., don’t
share my location after 3pm). At 3pm send an event to change the
policy context for location.
Dispatcher: Routes event generation signals to the appropriate event
manager.
Data Event Manager: Tracks external data-based events and
communicates with the Data Minimization Kernel to set up data
collection for such events.
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We are currently focusing on location-aware applications in slack, but Ancile is a
general purpose framework and is suitable any app that can make http requests. The
first two applications have been implemented, we are currently working on the third
one.
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We are working on getting others to use our slack apps, hope soon to have
developers using our framework to develop their own privacy-aware applications.
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